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Abstract

We have augmented user interface objects (i.e. windows, menus, buttons, sliders, etc.) with preconditions that determine their visibility and their enabled/disabled status and postconditions that are asserted when certain actions are performed on the object. Postconditions are associated with each functionally different action on the object. Attaching pre- and postconditions to interface objects provides several useful features, such as selective enabling of controls, rapid prototyping, and automatic generation of explanations and help text.

Introduction

Several techniques can be used to describe the dialogue of an application. Some of the best known techniques are transition diagrams, grammars and event languages. As discussed by Green [GREE86], the event model has a greater descriptive power than the former two. A particularly useful form of the event model is to associate pre- and postconditions with dialogue components (actions and/or interface objects). The preconditions of a dialogue component determine when the component would be enabled or activated, while the postconditions are used to describe changes in the state of the interface.

Pre- and postconditions were first used for user interface design by Green [GREE85] as part of a formal specification; they were not used at run-time to control the dialogue. In the User Interface Design Environment (UIDE) [FOLE89], pre- and postconditions are associated with application actions. They are used to describe partial semantics of action actions. These partial semantics are used for many purposes, including selective enabling of menu items, partial explanations of what an action does, providing context sensitive animated help [SUKE90], applying correctness-preserving transformations to the interface [FOLE87], checking the completeness and consistency of the interface, and dialogue sequencing.

By extending the UIDE mechanism to include all interface objects, we provide finer-grained control in UIDE, which used pre- and postconditions to control only the enabling of individual menu items. While the original UIDE used a set of predefined expressions in its conditions, we now allow arbitrary boolean predicates. The predicates can also be set by the application program, thereby affecting the state of the interface. Predicates can also have special variables which serve to communicate information between interface objects and the application.

Because pre- and postconditions contain semantic information about the dialogue components with which they are associated, they can be used to generate explanations about these dialogue components. For example, if a menu item has a precondition saying that there should be a selected object, a help tool can use this information to tell the user he has to select an object first. If a certain command is not available or if an interface object is disabled, pre- and postconditions of other commands and interface objects can be used to determine the sequence of actions needed to enable the command or the interface object [SENA89].

Pre- and postconditions not only describe semantics, but also encode dynamic behavior. A set of interface objects with pre- and postconditions can implement a complete dialogue without any additional program code.

Pre- and postconditions also form an interface between a dialogue component and its environment. Dialogue components become independent objects which communicate by means of pre- and postconditions. This is somewhat similar to the idea used in VUIMS [PITT90], where the interface consists of objects that communicate by sending tokens to each other. The main difference is that with the pre- and postconditions the messages are predicates that are posted on a ‘blackboard’, which makes the objects even more independent since they do not need to know who is interested in their information.
In this paper we explain how pre- and postconditions work, then we show how the system supporting this mechanism works. Finally we discuss how a user interface design tool, such as Sun Microsystems’ Developers Guide [SUN90], can be enhanced with this mechanism to support a better prototyping environment.

In the rest of this article we will use the term widget when we are talking about interface objects. Several examples in this paper use a CD player application, which is a software interface used for playing music from a CD rom. This interface looks similar to a front panel of a real CD player (Figure 1).

**Predicate Mechanism**

In this system boolean predicates are posted on ‘the Current State Blackboard’ (CSB), which is a list of predicates that are currently true. The CSB is similar to a real-life blackboard: When a predicate becomes true it is written on the blackboard and when it becomes false it is simply erased. Predicates can be written to and removed from the CSB by means of postconditions as well as by the application itself. The application can also check if certain predicates are on the CSB. The CSB can be used to exchange semantic information between the application and the interface (UIMS) and thus facilitates separating the application and its interface.

Each predicate consists of a name and two arguments (we can capture any fact or relation in this form). Preconditions are boolean expressions and postconditions are lists of changes to be made in the CSB. Each widget has two sets of preconditions and several postconditions, depending on the type of widget. One set of preconditions determines whether the widget is visible and the other determines whether it is enabled. A button, for instance, may be visible while not being enabled. On the other hand, a widget can never be enabled when it is not visible. Postconditions are associated with each functionally different action on the widget. Some widgets have only one possible functional action (like the select action on a button), while others have several possible actions.

Below are two examples, both taken from the CD player application. Example 1 shows how buttons can be greyed out automatically and example 2 shows how simple program dynamics can be encoded using pre- and postconditions. In the following examples we will describe widgets by stating their type and name (i.e. `menu item save_current_file`), followed by a list of label-value pairs that describe the widget’s pre- and postconditions. The labels `pre visible` and `pre enable` stand for the visibility preconditions and the enable preconditions, respectively. The label `post <action>` (i.e. `post select`) describes the postconditions for that specific action on the widget.

**Example 1** Selectively enabling of controls - stopping the CD is only useful when the CD is not already stopped.

**Example 2** Simple program dynamics - when the search button is selected the search-track dialogue window automatically pops up.

In the previous examples the predicates had literal (constant) arguments, which means the predicate and its arguments must be on the CSB in exactly the same form. Literal arguments are written in uppercase. Predicates can also have variable arguments, written in lowercase.
argument matches with any text (i.e. `current_track(track)` matches with `current_track(1), current_track(2), etc.`). When a predicate containing one or more variables is matched against predicates in the CSB, both its truth-value and the literal(s) substituted for its variable(s) are returned. The literal values are retained, because the same variables can be used in the postconditions (as in Example 3). In postconditions functions can be used to modify predicate arguments. Functions are used to perform simple computations, like increment and decrement (see Example 3), and to get information from the application.

### Example 3 Variables and functions - the variables `curr` and `total` get their values, based on what predicates are on the CSB. The value of `curr` is used in combination with the function `inc` to increment the current track.

**Button next_track**
- **pre enable:** `current_track(curr)` and `total_tracks(total)` and `less_than(curr, total)`
- **post select:** `current_track(inc(curr, 1))`

### Example 4 Special variables - the variable `set_value` initializes the widget with the current track number. After the user has changed the value of the text item, the new value is used in the postconditions by means of `get_value`.

### Example 5 Additional postcondition - the value of the text item is only used when the ‘ok’ button is pressed. Another widget, usually an ‘ok’ button, can then accept the proposed predicates (as in Example 5).

正常情况下，当后条件被验证时，其效果将立即传播。然而，有时这并不是必需的。在图中所示的搜索对话框中，例如，当文本项的值被更改时，它应该仅在“ok”按钮被按下时取效。要使这种可能的模式可以提出后条件。这意味着，当后条件被验证时，提出的模式不立即取效；它们仅被记录并作为提出。另一个通常是“ok”按钮，可以接受提出的后条件。
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**Example 5** Proposed predicates - when the value of the text item is changed a new current track is proposed, but not yet set. When the ok button is selected the proposed change is asserted and the current track is changed.

**Architecture**

The pre- and postconditions are handled by two main components: the predicate manager and the widget manager (Figure 2). These two components form a transparent layer between the application and the toolkit. It is transparent because the application does not need to know about the pre- and postconditions if it does not make use of them. The predicate manager is in charge of the CSB; it is the only part of the system that can write to and read from the CSB. The application is allowed to make changes on the CSB only by calling functions in the predicate manager. This way the predicate manager can always make sure that all widgets are updated when there is a change on the CSB. This also allows for changes (in future versions) in the organization of the CSB and the algorithm that evaluates predicate expressions (preconditions). The predicate manager also takes care of parsing and evaluating pre- and postconditions. The widget manager registers widgets that have pre- and postconditions associated with them. Whenever a widget with pre- and postconditions is to be created, the widget manager asks the UI toolkit to create a normal widget and registers its id, name, pre- and postconditions and predicate variables and stores this information in a ‘shadow widget’. The pre- and postconditions supplied by the programmer as text strings are parsed by the widget manager before they are added to the ‘shadow widget’. It also adds the widget’s id to a hash table used to find widgets that might need to be updated as a result of changes in the CSB (this is described later in this section). The widget manager also handles communication with the UI toolkit. When the application wants to retrieve or change widget attribute values, the widget manager first checks if the attributes are of interest to the pre- and postcondition mechanism: In addition to pre- and postconditions, which can be changed and retrieved as normal attributes, the widget manager also needs to know about callback routines, because it has to intercept all callbacks. When a user interacts with a widget, the underlying UI toolkit generates a callback which invokes a function in the predicate manager (Figure 3). The widget manager looks up the postconditions of the corresponding widget and asks the predicate manager to make changes to the CSB. After the predicate manager has made changes to the CSB, it asks the widget manager to supply a list of widgets that might be affected by the changes. For every widget in this list the predicate manager reevaluates its preconditions and informs the widget manager about changes in the state of that widget, after which the widget manager asks the UI toolkit to update the widget. After the state of a widget has changed, its children might need to be reevaluated, for a widget cannot be visible if its parent is not visible. Therefore these children are added to the list of potentially affected widgets. The process then continues until this list is empty.

While we have not done efficiency testing, we have not noticed any slowdown in the example interfaces we implemented. However, these interfaces were relatively small (less than 100 widgets). We are not concerned about efficiency, because the current implementation, which does not slow down small applications, is not the most efficient implementation and can be improved in several ways.

---

1. The system was originally developed as part of UIDE, where the UIMS part takes care of all the user interface related tasks. However, this system can also be used independently of UIDE. When we talk about the application we mean the application and/or UIMS.
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Sun Microsystems’ Developers Guide (DevGuide) [SUN90] is a user interface layout tool. With DevGuide the designer can easily layout a user interface of an application by simply placing and dragging interface objects, such as windows, buttons, sliders, etc. Its major drawback is the inability to incorporate run-time dynamics, such as controlling the (dis)appearing of popup windows. Interface Architect [HEWL90] has a built-in C interpreter, which allows the designer to write C callback functions. However, when the designer is laying out a user interface, he usually does not want to write code. In Interface Builder [NEXT90] and in version 3.0 of DevGuide it is possible to create ‘connections’ between interface objects. The designer can drag a connection, displayed as a rubber band line, between two widgets and specify the behavior of the connection. However, this does not address the important need to associate context-specific conditions with the connection, so that it will occur only when the conditions are true. For some dynamic behavior, semantic information about the state of the application is needed, to make the behavior depend on the current run-time context.

We are expanding DevGuide to allow the specification of pre- and postconditions. The attributes of widgets created with DevGuide are defined by property sheets, in which the designer can specify properties, such as label text, size, position, color, etc. These property sheets will be extended to include slots for pre- and postconditions. Once this is done, the designer will be able to specify and test run-time dynamics using DevGuide.

Another useful extension is the mapping of the connections onto pre- and postconditions: the designer specifies connections, while the system generates pre- and postconditions from these connections. This includes the connections in the pre- and postcondition mechanism and allows for better fine tuning; pre- and postconditions generated from connections can be edited, so extra conditions can be added to the connections.

To take full advantage of the pre- and postconditions, support for the designer to make changes to the CSB in test mode to simulate changes which would normally be made by the application itself, should be provided.

Conclusions & Future Work

The pre- and postcondition mechanism is useful for prototyping user interfaces, especially in conjunction with other user interface design tools. It allows a designer to change parts of a user interface without affecting other parts of the interface. It also allows testing of program dynamics in an early phase of a design. The pre- and postconditions can also be used at run-time to automatically generate help and explanations.

With the designed architecture presented in this paper, the mechanism can easily be integrated in different environ-ments and can be made to work with a variety of tools and toolkits.

As we mentioned before, efficiency does not appear to be a critical issue. However, if better efficiency is needed, several improvements can be made:

- The preconditions are currently evaluated by a rather inefficient backtracking algorithm, which can be replaced by a more efficient algorithm.
- When changes are made to the CSB, the system generates a list of possibly affected widgets. A linear hash table is used to search for these widgets. Using a search tree would improve the time to find these widgets.
- The CSB itself is currently organized as a sorted linear list and determining the truth value of a predicate requires a linear search. The use of a tree structure for the CSB will improve the time to determine the truth value of a predicate.
- Widgets in an interface are organized in a tree structure; most widgets have a parent widget. The system currently uses this information to make sure a child of a non-visible widget is not made visible. This information can also be used to limit the number of widgets of which the preconditions should be reevaluated.

Currently, only one CSB is used for each application. Although this has some advantages, it means all predicates are global. For the same reasons why scoping is used in programming languages, we would like to have some form of scoping for predicates used in pre- and postconditions.

In the section on DevGuide, we mentioned extensions that are going to be implemented soon. Once the pre- and postcondition mechanism is integrated with DevGuide we would like to improve the user interface for specifying pre- and postconditions. This can be as simple as supplying lists of commonly-used predicates from which the designer can select the desired predicates, or as complex as a graphical dialogue editor in which a dialogue is represented by augmented transition networks or petri nets, which can be converted to pre- and postconditions.

Finally we plan to develop a graphical debugging tool, where the dialogue, described by pre- and postconditions, is presented in a graphical form and where the run-time behavior can be traced and possibly modified.
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